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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three are prerequisites for Enterprise Vault Exchange archiving? (Select three.)
A. Outlook 2007 with a local profile
B. .NET Framework 20
C. Windows 2000 SP5 or later
D. Internet Information Services (IIS) 60 or later enabled for Active Server Pages and ASP.NET
E. Microsoft Message Queuing Services (MSMQ)
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements about checkpoints are correct?
A. Interviews can have checkpoints after every screen.
B. Checkpoints can be configured for web interviews, but not Policy Automation Mobile
interviews.
C. Interviews can have checkpoints after chosen screens.
D. Checkpoints can be configured for Service Cloud connections, but not for other web service
connections.
E. Interviews must have at least one checkpoint.
F. A data connection is required to configure checkpoints for an interview.
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.
Service health "email alerts" allow multiple users to simultaneously access real-time
information about service incidents in Microsoft Office 365.
Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is
needed". If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement
correct.
A. SMS alerts

B. No change is needed
C. newsfeeds
D. RSS feeds
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Go into your own Office 365 console, down to Service Health and in the top right corner there's
an RSS icon.
Note: When a service impacting event occurs, Microsoft Customer Service and Support
recognizes that timely and accurate communications are critical for customer organizations
and partners. Microsoft notifies Office
365 subscribers by updating the Service Health Dashboard that is available on the Office 365
portal.
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